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Vaxxed Pelosi, Biden, Hill Staffers Catch China Virus.
Vaxxed GOP Rep Quarantined
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More evidence shows that vaccines against
the China Virus aren’t all they’re cracked up
to be.

Staff members of the White House and leftist
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.)
caught the virus from the crazy Texas
Democrats who fled the state to avoid voting
on a voter-fraud bill.

As well, Florida GOP Representative Vern
Buchanan announced that he contracted the
virus.

The virus struck the three after they were
vaccinated, as were several other White
House and congressional staff members who
caught the virus, the website reported.

The report from Axios follows news from England that almost half of all new virus cases have received
at least one vaccination shot. More than 100 sailors on the aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth came
down with the Asiatic bug after they had both injections.

Press secretary Jen Psaki confirmed that there have been multiple breakthrough
coronavirus cases among White House staffers.

Psaki did not say how many breakthrough cases there have been in the White House, but
added that she would check.https://t.co/vAbApGNF4I

— Axios (@axios) July 20, 2021

“Breakthrough Cases”

The White House official and Pelosi staffer are only “mildly symptomatic,” Axios reported, but they
“illustrate how Americans inoculated against the coronavirus can still contract and, potentially,
unknowingly transmit the virus — even at the highest levels of the nation’s government.”

Amusingly, the Pelosi staffer and the White House official joined the ballyhooed gaggle of pro-vote-fraud
Democrats at a reception. The gang fled Texas to escape voting on a bill to require voter ID and stop
the state from sending out unsolicited, mail-in ballots.

The photo of the superspreader flight depicts a smiling gaggle of brave and stunning — and maskless —
leftist women.

Sixth Texas Dem tests positive for COVID after fleeing state to block GOP voting bill
https://t.co/C9DUuAHBfI pic.twitter.com/RjomhVppch
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— New York Post (@nypost) July 20, 2021

“The Pelosi staffer helped usher a delegation of Democratic Texas lawmakers around the Capitol last
week,” Axios noted. “Six of those lawmakers, who flew to Washington to block the Texas legislature
from changing the state’s voting laws, have since tested positive.”

Reported Axios:

“In accordance with our rigorous COVID-19 protocols, the official remains off campus as
they wait for a confirmatory PCR test. The White House Medical Unit has conducted contact
tracing interviews and determined no close contacts among White House principals and
staff. The individual has mild symptoms.”

The official added: “The White House is prepared for breakthrough cases with regular
testing. This is another reminder of the efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines against severe
illness or hospitalization.

And White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki confessed that the staffer who met with the Texas Democrats
was only one of “multiple breakthrough cases.”

Buchanan, Congress

Meanwhile, the fully-vaccinated Buchanan also caught the China Virus. He was tested “after
experiencing very mild, flu-like symptoms” and is quarantined at home.

A statement from Congressman Buchanan: pic.twitter.com/LvWVD3ZtVd

— Rep. Vern Buchanan (@VernBuchanan) July 19, 2021

Continued Axios:

Brian P. Monahan, the attending physician of Congress, said in a congressional coronavirus
update emailed to lawmakers on Tuesday that several “Congressional staff members and 1
Member of Congress have acquired infection” after being vaccinated.

He urged those who are unvaccinated to “come for vaccination at any time.”

The big picture: COVID-19 cases are on the rise across the country, with health officials
becoming increasingly worried about the Delta variant. It’s significantly more infectious
than the original strain, and it poses an acute threat to the unvaccinated.

Concern about the Delta variant of COVID-19 is causing some places to consider reinstating
mask recommendations.

Are Vaccines Working?

As The New American reported on Monday, citing the Daily Mail, almost half of new China Virus
patients in Britain are vaccinated.

“King’s College London scientists estimated 33,118 people were catching the virus daily in the week
ending July 10, compared to 33,723 in the previous seven-day spell,” the newspaper reported: 
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But 47 per cent of cases are among those who have received at least one dose of the Covid
vaccine, surging upwards from around a quarter at the start of June.

Many of those vaccinated had received only one inoculation, but even those who have
received two also catch the virus, which is believed to be a variant of the original.

In addition to the fully vaccinated sailors, Britain’s Health Minister, Savid Javid, also caught the Asian
bug, which experts believe escaped from a lab.

UK Health Secretary Savid Javid tests positive for Covid, but says he has had two jabs and
his symptoms are "very mild"https://t.co/OJmqR6yW1M

— BBC Breaking News (@BBCBreaking) July 17, 2021

“This is worrying me quite a bit” mRNA vaccine inventor Robert Malone tweeted to answer a thread
that shows the vaccines are not stopping the disease.

this is worrying me quite a bit.https://t.co/c3uwlLAeCr

— Robert W Malone, MD (@RWMaloneMD) July 17, 2021

“Almost almost every high-vacced state is surging (despite restrictions!), every low-vacced state is
NOT!” Corona Realism tweeted with data and charts.

There are a lot more examples for high-vacced, surging countries in europe now.

Actually almost every high-vacced state is surging (despite restrictions!), every low-vacced
state is NOT!

Now also germany starts worrying about rising numbers.

Look at the map! pic.twitter.com/idtnWoDBPZ

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 19, 2021
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Subscribe to the New American
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non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!
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and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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